
The Best Sword Book
You’ve Never Heard Of 
Since its publication in Belgrade, Serbia, in ,

“Mediaeval Swords from Southeastern Europe:

Material from th to th Century,” has

remained almost completely unknown in North

America.

That’s unfortunate, because the book cata-

logs and describes more than  medieval

swords from museums in present-day Slovakia,

Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia and Mon-

tenegro, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Croatia, and Turkey.

Now, however, Peregrinus Publishing is

happy to announce that we’re the exclusive North

American distributor of this unique resource.

Author Marko Aleksić is an archaeologist

and a lecturer on medieval archaeology and relat-

ed subjects and is currently a research associate for the Archaeological Institute of the Serbian Acad-

emy of Arts and Sciences. Formerly an assistant curator at the National Museum of Serbia in Bel-

grade, he holds a magister degree (two years of graduate study) in medieval archaeology.

The book includes a full catalog of all  swords, with basic to detailed dimensions on all. Near-

ly  swords are illustrated with photos or drawings. There are also in-depth discussions of pom-

mel shapes and decorations, blade shapes and inscriptions, and cross-guard shapes.

Reviews of this book were positive, including this one that appeared (in English) in the Span-

ish arms and armor journal Gladius in  <http://gladius.revistas.csic.es/index.php/gladius/

article/view//>.

Craig Johnson, secretary of the Oakeshott Institute in Minneapolis, calls this book “an excep-

tional addition to the scholarship of the medieval sword. The swords of this region of Europe are a

much-needed area of study, one that Mr Aleksić has documented with clarity. To overlook adding

this volume to your library would be a mistake.”

Softcover, ¼ x ¾ inches,  pages, $. plus $ Priority Mail shipping within the U.S. Prior-

ity Mail shipping to Canada is $. To order, e-mail <info@wmaillustrated.com>.

 


